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Margaret McCartney: Politicians: if you love the NHS
then set it free from your non-evidence basedmeddling
Margaret McCartney general practitioner, Glasgow

The leaders of all UK political parties profess great love for the
NHS. Everyone has ideas about its weaknesses and how to fix
them. Many political commentators see the service as key to
the imminent general election: it’s the closest thing we have to
a national religion, which—at least in public—we all agree to
believe in.
Danny Boyle’s dancing nurses at the Olympics’ opening
ceremony gave us permission to be proud of the NHS.
Healthcare staff (including me) often plead for less political
interference in our day to day work. Can politicians understand
what it’s like when our elderly and multimorbid patients need
more care, when we are in a recruitment crisis and under pay
freezes, with daft targets and a blameful media, all of which
result in staff working under overwhelming pressure with early
retirements and bleak morale? Danny Boyle’s pride is so often
based on aspiration rather than reality.
Political narratives tend to omit the staff who really are the NHS.
Every day these people choose to do things the right way, rather
than the quick or easy way. Think of the staff who answer the
phone when they are not on duty, and the staff who arrive early
and leave late so that patients get decent care. The political
response to the pressure on staff has been to publish league
tables of failures, and to atomise blame by placing it on
individuals, while failing to look at the stressed systems that
enabled these problems to arise.
For too long politicians have forced policy on us that lacks
evidence of benefit but that can do harm—for example,
independent sector treatment centres, screening for dementia,
health checks, the friends and family test, private finance
initiatives, or the leagues of management consultants. These
divert time, energy, and morale away from evidence based
interventions that serve our patients well—ones that we are
vocationally driven to perform.
So, how can we reduce political interference in the fabric of our
work? Politicians could still have a role in the NHS by declaring

how much of the gross domestic product they will spend on it.
Then, with full transparency, with no financial vested interests
allowed, and with clear analysis, NHS policy could be devolved
out of direct political control. Instead, we should find wise
people who either already serve in the NHS with kindness and
compassion or who use it and know the value of human care.
And these people should be nominated: those who push
themselves forward or who are seeking honours should not be
allowed.
It would be better to entrust our NHS to people who believe in
its values enough to devote their lives to it. If politicians really
loved the NHS they’d stop kicking it around.
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